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Television, Advertising and Program Quality1 

Rudiger Pet.hlg, University of Siegen 

Abstract: A monopolistic advertiser-supported t.elevision station chooses the program 
quality to serve (potential) viewers whose preferences may be skewed towards low or 
high program quaiity. The monopolist 's profit-maximizing choice of program quality is 
completely characterized for fixed advertising time and different parameter 
constellations. The welfare implications of monopolistic supply are investigated, and 
the market allocation t urns out to be significantly biased with the size and direction of 
allocative displacement depending on the values of demand and supply parameters. In 
some cases monopoly is shown to undersupply program quality, while under different 
parameter constellations t he monopolistic program quality is greater than the 
welfare-maximizing one. 

1. Introduction 

The economic literature on advertiser-supported television has two major strands. The 

first was originated by Steiner (1954) and is reviewed in Owen, Beebe & l\1anning (1974). 
This approach considers consumers with all-<>r-none preferences for programs and ignores 

variation in preference intensities which is hardly in line with conventional microeconomics 

and welfare analysis. In contrast, Spence & Owen (1977) modeled programming choice in 

the framework of monopolistic competition thus integrating television economics into the 

broad field of industrial organization applied to an industry whose product s (services), 

technologies and markets exhibit a number of unique characteristics. In the Spence-Owen 

model, the number of suppliers (broadcasters) is predetermined, the set of heterogeneous 
programs is a.ssumed to be given, and the microfoundations of the demand side are not 

explicitly investigated. Broadcasters do not choose among different programs. 

Similarly as in Noam (1987) the present paper considers programming characteristics a 

continuous entrepreneurial decision variable as well as advertising time (i.e. the number of 

commercials) by means of which the broadcaster determines both its audience size and its 

revenue. Moreover, the model offers a microeconomic approach to the demand side of the 

TV market with an explicit investigation of t he consumer's option of watching TV or not. 

However, increasing the model's complexity in some regards - and maintaining the 

1 Helpful suggestions by Jens Biiring are gratefully acknowledged, but remaining errors 
are the author's sole responsibility, of course. 
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analysis t ractable at the same time - requires to reduce complexity in other aspects. This 

is done by cons training the analysis to monopolistic supply. 

Section 2 develops the demand side of the model. Consumers have parametric preferences 

for program quality that is assumed to be continuous on a closed interval. Consumer types 

are ranked according to their favorite program quality on thM interval, and the 

distribution (density) of consumer types may be flat or skewed either towards low or 

towards high program qualit.y. Section 2 investigates how these different cases affect the 

broadcaster's audience for any predetermined program quality and advertising time. 

In Section 3 the next step is to determine the monopolist's profit-maximizing choice of 

program quality for fixed advertising time where operating cos ts are assumed to be either 

linear or quadratic in program quality. Independent of the distribution of consumer types 

the revenue turns out to be increasing for small and decreasing for large program qualities. 

However, it is not concave on its entire domain and it is not ever)'lvhere differentiable. 

Despite these complications the profit maximizing program quality is completely 

characterized for different parameter constellations. 

In Section 4 the welfare implications of monopolistic supply are investigated. Though 

welfare is a cubic function in program quality (except for an intermediate domain in which 

it is linear) it is feasible to compare the market solution with the welfare maximum. 'l:nder 

some conditions the market allocation turns out to be significantly biased 1vith the size and 

direction of allocative displacement depending on both the values of individual utility 

parameters and on the distribution of consumer types. In some cases monopoly is shown to 

undersupply program quality, while under different parameter constellations the 

monopolistic program quality is greater than the welfare-maximizing one. :\<lore 

specifically, if raising program quality does not go along with a significant increase in 

programming costs, the monopolist is reluctant of ta.king the mass preferences 

appropriat.ely into account, if the distribution of consumer types is skewed either towards 

low or towards high program qualities. In case that costs rise sharply with program quality, 

the monopolist tends to undersupply program quality. 

2. The Model 

The broadcasting firm (broadcaster) offers a television program (a, w) whose 

characteristics are the advertising time w and an index a E [O, 1) of programming 

characteristics. The introduction of the index a is a very simple if not rudimentary way of 

capturing the diversity of real-world multidimensional heterogeneous television services. In 
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case of a news channel or a sports channel, a may be interpreted as measuring the degree of 

professional competence or the relevance and completeness of coverage etc. Other examples 

are channels that mix education and entertainment, or information and entertainment, so 

that et might measure the convex combination of time devoted to these two types of 

programming. \'l'e refer to a as 'program quality' for notational convenience keeping in 

mind, however, that a is related to a measurable product characteristic but does not 

involve value judgments of the (potential) viewers or anybody else. Kearn (1987) uses a 

similar concept of ordering programs along an axis (without lower and upper bounds) 

ranging from 'low culture' to 'high culture', and he emphasizes that an ordinal rather than a 

cardinal ran.king is sufficient.2 The broadcast is "on the air" for one time unit, say 24 

hours, and it cons.ists of w minutes of commercials and 1-w minutes of program proper 

(contents), i.e. information, culture, entertainment etc. 

The demand side of the TV market is characterized by infinitely many consumers who are 

potential TV viewers. A consumer of type f3 is a point in the interval [O, 1], and consumer 

types are distributed on this interval according to t.he density function 

(1) 1V(f3) = h + 2(1-h)/J with f3 E [O, 1) and h E IO, 2]. 

By parametric variation of h it is possible to generate, in a very simple and stylized way, 

different linear distributions of consumers: for h = 2 consumers are clustered at low values 

of f3 and for h = 0 at high values of fJ. h = 1 characterizes the intermediate case of a flat 

distribution. 

Each consumer is assumed to have the all-or-nothing option of either watching TV during 

the entire time period or not watching TV at alJ3. The consumer of type /3 has utuil.y 

u = 0, if she does not watch TV; 

(2) 

- Figure 1: Consumer's preferences of watching TV -

As illustrated in Figure 1, et= .8 is the favorite program quality for each consumer of type 

f], but consumers of that type still derive positive utility from program qualities in the 

2 According to Noam (1987, p. 165), "for most programs such classification is possible; 
in some instances, a program speaks on several levels, and an ordinal assignment is 
more difficult, but it is in the nature of modeling to simplify." 

3 For an effort to relax this standard assumption see \>\1ildman & Owen (1985). 
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interval (g, a] around /]. This interval is the larger the greater is v3 = tan o. The 

assumption (2) implies that for each program the consumer's satisfaction from watclting 

TV is diminished by increased broadcasting of commercials. The change from w to w' > w 

causes a downward shift of the graph of function V in Figure L l In view of (2), utility 

maximization means that for any given program (a, w) the consumer of type /3 chooses to 

watch or not according to ma.ic (0, V(a, w; ,P)j. 

For convenience of exposition we first restrict our attention to those programs (a:, w) and 

to those utility functions V which satisfy { f3 I V( a, w; /3) ~ 0 } c (0, I). If {3
0 

is in this set, 

the consumer of type /3
0 

derives non-negative utility from watching a program ( 0<, w) if 

and only if a E (/3
0
-')', ;1

0
+1J, where')':= v3(v1 -v2w). Conversely, for any predetermined 

program ( °'o• w 
0

) the utility of consumer type ,8 from watching that program is V( a
0

, w 
0

; 

P). Hence a consumer of type /J derives non-negative utility from watching the program 

(a:
0

, w
0
), if and only if /3E {a

0
-7

0
, a

0
+·r

0
] with -y

0 
:= v3(v1 - v2w

0
) . 

- Figure 2: The domain of and the utility distribution for a television program -

This dual relationship is illustrated in Figure 2, where ABC is the 'utility cone' of that 

particular consumer type {3
0 

whose favorite program is (a
0

, w
0

), i.e. who satisfies /3
0 

= a
0

. 

Consumers of type {3
0 

are indifferent with respect to viewing or not the two programs 

( a:
0
--y

0
, w 

0
) and ( a

0 
+-y

0
, w 

0
). Comrersely, consume,rs of type Pe = a

0 
-r

0 
and of type flu = 

a
0 

+-r
0 

are indifferent of watching the program ( a
0

, w 
0
). Hence these consumer types are, 

respectively, the 'Upper marginal viewers and lhe lower marginal viewers of program ( a
0

, 

w 
0
). All types (J < f3e and all types /3 > /Ju are not viewers of program ( a

0
, w 

0
), whereas all 

/3 E ( a
0
-r

0
, a

0 
+1

0
) derive positive utility from watching that program. In other words , 

the line ABC does not only indicate the utility consumers of type /3
0 

derive from 

alternative programs ( a
0

, w J, but it also represents the 'Utility distribution of all cons1UDer 

types for the program ( a
0

, w 
0

) . 

4 This negative impact of commercials on utility does llOt necessarily imply negative 
marginal utility from commercials. Indeed, (2) is compatible with positive marginal 
utility from watching conunercials as long as the viewers experience a net marginal 
increase of utility from substituting one minuie of advertising by one minute of pro
gram proper (Schmitz 1989). 
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Unfortunately, the condition { fJ I V(a, w; fJ) ;?: O } c (0, 1) cannot be satisfied for all 

programs (a, w) and not for all utility functions (2). To see this, define lJ and f1. implicitly 

by the conditions "V(a, w, /!) = O & fl < a" and "V(a, w, 7J) = 0 & lJ > a", 

respectively. Obviously, in view of (2) these conditions yield TJ = a + 'Y and fJ. = a - 'Y· We 

clearly have lJ = f3u and fl = ,Bl for program (a, w) if p, fl E [O, 1). But if 'JI> 1 or(}.< 1 the 

marginal viewers are flu = l or Pt = 0, respectively. To handle these boundary problems 

observe first that the parameter constellation 1· < O is irrelevant, because in this case there 

would not exist any program quality a E [O, 1) and not any consumer fJ E !O, l ] such that 

the utility V( a, w; {f) is non-negative. Hence we restrict t.he analysis to 'Y;?: 0 and w to the 

interval (0, v1/v2j. From the above discussion it is clear that boundary solutions a.re the 

more likely, the greater is 'Y· It will be convenient to distinguish the following intervals of 
,..,. 

Assumption 1 (Hl): 1 E [O, 1/2); 

Assumption 2 (H2): r E [ 1/2, l]; 

Assumption 3 (H3): r > 1. 

Hl implies 0 ::; 1' < 1- -y::; 1, H2 implies O ::; 1- 7 ::; 7::; 1, and H3 implies the inequalities 

14 < 0 < 1 < ! · All this information is captured in the follov;ing subsets of the interval 

[O, l]: 

Au:= [o, 'Y], A1m := ['Y, 1-'Y I and A1u := [1- 1, 1); 

Au:= [O, 1-1 ], A2m := [1-1, 1' ] and A2u := ['Y, lj; 

A3£ = 0, A3m := [O, l] and A3u = 0. 

For j = 1, 2 and for x = l, m, u the set Ajx tells us that assumption H j applies and that if 

a E Ajx then fit = 0 for x = l and Pu = 1 for x = u. In case of B3, the upper and lower 

marginal viewers a.re flu = 1 and f3t = O, respectively, for all et E (0, 1). These 

considerations are formalized as follows: Define the set-valued function Bjx : Ajx ___, [O, 1] 

by 
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i.e. by the set of consumer types who a.re viewers, if the program is (a, w) E .Ajx • [O, v 1/v2]. 

B~nce for given we [O, v1/v2] one obtains a e Ajx if and only if (} E BJ.\ a, w), where 

BJX(a, w) is the subset of consumer types whose utility is non-negative for program (a, w). 
The concept of the support set Bjx(a, w) is illustrated in Figure 2 for the assumption Al 
a.nd for a E Aim· The utility cone is given by ABC so that all consumers of type f3 E [O, /3/,) 

U (/Ju, 1] are no •iewers whereas all others are in the support set B
1
m(a0, w

0
) = [a-"/, 

a+7]. All this information enables us to determine the audience size or dcmain of program 

(a, w), for a E Ajx as 

(3) Djx( a , w) : =. J '11(.B) d/3. 
BJX(a,w) 

If Iil applies, it is straightforward that Bll( a, w) = [O, a+1), B1m( a, w) = 

= [(}--1" 0+1· J and B1u(a, w) = [a:-1, 1]. Hence (3) takes the form 

(3b) D1m(a,w) 

:= (a + 'Y)[h + (1-h)( a+ 1')] 
= 'Y (h + 1-1' h) + (h + 2-y- 2; h)· o + (1-h) · a2

; 

:= 2')' [h + 2o (1-h)] = 27 h + 41' (1-h)o; 

:= 1- (a- 1)[h + (l-h)(a-1)] 
2 = (!+•1)(1 - 1+ 1h) + (27 -h-21h)·a-(l-h)·a . 

The following analysis is restricted to the assumption Hl and the superscript 1 is 

suppressed, for convenience of notation. 

The costs of broadcasting the program (a, w) depend, in general, both on the length of 

program (exclusive of commercials), 1-w, and on its quality5. These costs are specified as 

(4) C(a, w) = (l-w)(c0 + C1-<l + C2 ·a2). 

& These costs may consist of operating costs, program production costs and/or costs of 
purchasing the rights for broadcasting programs. The broadcaster's decision between 
self-production or purchase from program brokers is not. addressed in the present pap
er. 
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Let p be t he price charged by the broadcaster to the advertising firm for contacting the 

total potential audience per minute of commercials. If the broadcaster's audience is the 

fractions D( a, w) of all consumers, the price to be paid per time unit of commercials by 

the advertising firm is p· D( a, w). The price p is assumed to be positive and exogeno'US. 
Therefore the broadcaster's revenue from selling advertising time is 

R(a, w) := p·w·D(a, w) 

The broadcaster aims at choosing (a, w) as to 

(5) Maximize II(a, w) := R(a, w)-C(a, w) 
(o-,w) 

on [O, l)•[O, !.l], 
V7 

where for x = u, m, lwe specify R(o-, w) = pwDx(o-, w), if and only if (a, w) E Ax•[O, 

vifv2]. As far as II is differentiable (see below) the first and second order conditions for 

solving (5) arer 

(5a) II =pw·D -C = 0 
a °' a and TI°'°' = pw· D°'°' - C aa S 0, 

(5b) n,,. = pD + pw ·D.,. - C.,. = 0 and n ...... = p(2Dw + wD .. ,.) - C,.., S 0. 

3. Profit-maximizing Choice of Program Quality 

3.1 The revenue function 

lt is not a trivial exercise to determine the maximizers of II, because the shape of function 

R (as part of function II) depends on whether a is an element of Au, Am or Al and the 

bounds of these intervals depend on the value of w, in turn. To cope with these difficulties 

we keep w constant in the present model and proceed step wise as follows: First, we 

investigate the properties of the revenue function R (Lemma 1). T hen we calculate the 

maximizers of II for each interval Ax (x = u, m, l) specifying the broadcasting costs as a 

linear function of a (Lemma 2); third, the maximizer of Il is determined by eliminating 

those 'local' maximizers which are not global (Propositions 1). After that, the entire 

procedure is repeated for the case of quadratic production cost (Lemma 3 and Proposition 

2). 

6 The superscript x (x = l, m, u) is dropped whenever this does not cause ambigui ties. 

1 Functions are represented by upper case letters, and subscripts attached to them indi
cate partial derivatives, e.g. Ila:= iJil/iJaetc. 
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Lemma 1: For given w E {O. 1 ), the revenue function R bas the following properties: 

(i) R is continuous on [O, l] and R( a)> O for all a E (0, 1] and all b E {O, 2/; 

(ii) h E {O, 1 ): R is strictly convex and increasing on Ai' linear and strictly increasing 

on Am, and strictly concave and decreasing on A
11

• 

(iii) h = 1: R is pieceivise linear on [O, 1]; R is strictly increasing on Al! constant on 

Am, and strictly decreasing on Au. 

(iv) b E (I. 2/: R is strictly concave and increasing on Al! linear and strictly decreasing 

on Am, and strictly comteX and decreasing on Au. 

Proof: Ad (i): According to (5) 'R. is differentiable on each subset Ar Am and Au. 

Moreover, by definition of Dx and Bx (x = t, m, u) the equalities n l(a="f, w) = Rm(a=7, 

w) and Rm(a= l-')', w) = Ru(a=l- r, w) hold. This proves continuity. For every x = l, m, 

u and for every a e Ax the support set Bx( a, w) ha.s a non-empty interior. Hence w(a:) > 

0 (except at boundary points) for all a implies Dx(a, w) > 0 and pwDx(a, w) > 0, all x, all 

a, all w > O. 

The proof proceeds by invesiigaiing the shape of R on the subsets Ar Am, Au for 

alternative ranges of h. 

(a) R on At In view of (5a) the derivatives of Rl are R!( a) = pwjh + 2r (1-h)] + 

2pw(l-h)a and n;Q;(a) = 2pw(l- h). 

•If h E [O, 1), Re is strictly com•ex. and attains its minimum at a= - h + 2(?-t~-h) < 0. 

Hence Rl is strictly increasing on At 

• For h = 1, Rt is linear with slope R~ = pw > O. 

• In case of h E (1, 2] the function Rt is stricUy concave a.nd attains its maximum at a*= -
h + 2"'1 p-h) > 0 

2( 1- ) . 

- One has a* ~ 7 iff h(l - 4/) + 4'}' ~ O which holds true if either 1147 ~ 111 or "4'Y > 1 & 
h E (1, 4~1]"- Under these conditions Rl is strictly increasing on Al' 

One has a* 5 O iff h ~ - r.:J,.. But in view of 1 > 2/, this in equality cannot be 
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satisfied. Hence if > 0, i.e. Rt cannot be strictly decreasing on At 

One has a* E (0, 1), iff h(l - 41) + 4r < 0 which holds true if 1147 > l & h > 4~1n 
But 4r/( 4-y--1) > 2, and therefore a:* t (0, 7). 

(b) Ron A.,. In view of (Sb) Rm is clearly linear in a: and its first derivative is R~(a) = 

4')'(1-h)pw. Obviously, on its domain Am the function Rm is strictly increasing for h E (0, 

1], constant for h = 1 and strictly decreasing for he (1, 2]. 

(c) Ron Au. In view of (5c) the derivatives of Ru are R~( a) = - pw(h(l + 2r) - 27] -

2pw(l-h)a: and R~a(a) = - 2pw(l-h). 

• If h E (0, 1), Ru is st.rictly concave and atlains its maximum at 

a* = - h(l !(i~}- 21. One has a'*~ 1-1 iff h(l - 4r) ~ 2 -4')'. Clearly, 41<1 is a 

necessary condition for a* ~ 1- r. Hence a* ~ 1-r iff "4r < 1 & h ~ i = j~" · But (2 -

47)/(l - 4r) > 1 and h < l by assumption. Bence a:* < 1 - r, and therefore Ru is strictly 

decreasing on Au. 

•For h = 1, Ru is linear with slope R~ = - pw < 0. 

•In case of he (1, 2}, Ru is strictly convex and attains its minimum at. 

• - h(l + 27t - 21 o o h • > ·a h < 2 - 21 F (2 2 )/(1 2 ) 2 a - - 2(1- ) > . ne as a< 1 1 > 1 _ 27. rom - 1 - 1· ~ 

it follows that a ~ 1. Hence Ru is strictly decreasing on Au. o 

Except for the concavity-eonvexity properties of the revenue function, Lemma 3 confirms 

one's intuition: W'henever a is is in Ator in Au and tends to an extreme value (a= 0 or a 

= 1) then revenue shrinks towards zero. This is so independenl of whether the viewers• 

density is highest or lowest at that extreme value. 

The revenue attains its maximum always in the intermediate interval Am. If the 

distribution is flat, that maximum is indeterminate. Otherwise it occurs at that boundary 

point of Am which is next to the highest-density point. More specifically, if a = l has 

highest density (i.e. h = O in (1)), then arg max R(a:) = 1-y, if a= O has highest density 

(h = 2) then arg max R( a) = -y. This is easy to comprehend, because at a= J-1 for h = 0 

and at a= 7 for h = 2 the respective support set B( a:, w) is the largest of all those support 

sets which include all high-density consumer types. Every attempt to move from a = 1 - r 
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to higher program qualities in case of h = 2 (or from a = "f to lower values of a in case of h 

= 0) reduces the audience and hence revenue. 

- Figure 3: Revenue depending on the viewers' distribution and program quality -

As can be readily seen from Figure 3, the revenue curves are completely symmetric with 

respect to (linear) biases from the flat distribut.ion. Hence the results do not depend on 

calling a: = 1 t.he highest and a = 0 t he lowest quality. If the broadcaster's cost should turn 

out to increase with deceasing a !substituting, e.g .. (5) by (l-w)(c
0 

+ c1 (1-a) + c2(1-a)
2
) 

the results would not change qualitatively. 

3.2 Profit maximization v.;th linear costs 

Lemma 2: Suppose, w E [O, 1) is fixed (and hence r) and c1 ~ 0, c2 = 0, i. e. the cost 

function (6) is linear in program quality. Denote by a, the maximizer of IT( a, iv) on Ax (x 

= u, m, l) a.nd define me:= (l- w)c1i y := 2(1-h)pw and z := hpw + 'Y y for convenience 

of notation. 

(i) For h E {O, 2) and Ax = Au: Ctu = min Au = 1- 'f, 

(ii) For h E {O, 2] and Ax= Am: 
&m = 1-r = ma.x Am, [ } 
&m E Am (arbit rary) <"*me ~ 2"(y. 

a ="f =min Am· m 

(iii) Suppose Ax =At 

(a) h > 1 implies 

al= r = max Al 
;., _me - z 
~l - y 

al=O=minAt 

al= 1 

(b) h=limplies ale Al(arbitrary) 

°'t = 0 

me~ z + / y; 

mce (z+r y, z); 

me~ z > pw; 

~ me { 2 } pw = z + 'Y Yi 
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O:l = 'Y 

(c) h < 1 implies O:t = 'Y and O:l = 0 

O:l = 0 

Proof: Ad (i): Differentiation of {5c) yields 

<=> me { ;} z +1f. 

D~ = -[2(1-h){a- 'Y) + h) = - [2{a - 'Y) + h{l - 2(a - 'Y))]. 

Since Au = [1~,, ll by definition, one obtains 

(a- r) E [l-21, 1-~1 for all a E Au. 

Recall that Al implies r < 1-r with 'Y := v3(v1 -v2w). Hence V1Vs < 1/2. Since w ~ 0 and 

')' = v3(v 1 - v2w) it follows that 'Y ~ v1v3 < 1/2 or [l - 2')', 1-1) c (0, l l which in turn yields 

D~ ~ 0 for all a E Au and for all h E [O, 2). From this observation Lemma 2i is 

str<Ughtforward. 

Ad {ii): The function II is linear in a on A •. Hence the condition 2'Y y > me mea.ns that 

n()(a, w) > 0 for all a E Am, i. e. one obtains the "comer solution" am = 1-1. In case of 2'Y 

y = me (presupposing h < l as a necessary condition) any a E Am maximizes II. From the 

above, the case 21 y < me is obvious. 

Ad {iii): For h > l , TI is strictly concave in a on At Suppose first, n a> 0 for all a E int 

At Then &e= ')',and IIa{iit=1·, w) ~ O <=> me$ z; + 'YY· Conversely, if na(a, w) $ 0 for a 

= 0, then &t = 0 and n a$ 0 <=> me~ z. For h = l, II is linear in a on At Hence the proof 

is like that of Lemma 2ii. For h < 1, n is strictly convex in a on At Therefore, a 

maximizer of II on Al is either a= O or a= r- It is easy to calculate n( a=O, w) = hpw7 + 
r2y/2-(l-w)c0 and TI(a="f, w) = 2hpw7 + 2y12 - (1- w)c0 -(1-w)-y C1. Renee 

II(a=O, w) { ~ } Il(a=/, w) <=> me { ~} z + 1,jl-. 

This proves Lemma 2iiic. o 
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The maximizers i\ (x = 11, m, tJ in Lemma 2 have been calculated independently of the 

sign of IIx(ax, w). Of course, the broadcaster would not supply any program if IIx(ax, w) 

< 0. But we know from Lemma li that revenue is strictly positive for all a E [O, 1] and for 

7 > o. Hence rrx(ax, w) < O cannot occur unless the revenue at a= 0 is less than the fixed 

cost c
0

(1- w). 

Lemma 2 is only a first step for finding the solution to ( 7) under fixed w, because t he 

maximization procedure has been artificially restrained to the compact subsets Au, Am and 

At We know that if a solves ( 7), then a E {au, am, Zte}. But it remains to be shown which 

ax can be identified as the maximizer of a over [O, 1). 

Proposition 1: Denote by a the solution of (7) for predetermined 1v E {0, 1) and by ax the 

maximizer of IT on Ax (x = u, m, £)as determined in Lemma 2. 

(i) If h ~ 1 and C1 > 0, then a = at 

(ii) For 11 < 1 and c1 > 0: 

( ) - 1 ·t . {2 2z+'l Y},· a a = - 7, J me. < mm ')' y, 2 · 

(b) a E Am (arbitrary), iff me= 2-r y; 

mcE [ 
27-~"fY, J_~w[(l-h)(4 -51)+h}] t0, 

mce [ J_~w[(l-h)(4 -57)+l1], 2'1' v] t 0. 

(iii) Suppose, c1 = 0 (i.e. cost is independent of program quality): 

(a) 

(b) 

a=!' for h > 1; 

a E Am (indeterminate) for h = 1; 
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(c) 'Ct = 1 - 'r forh<l. 

Proof: Since IIl(a=-y, w) = IIm(a:=-y, w) = 2')'z - (1-w)c0 - ')'rnC for all h E [0, 2]. one has 

a= -y, whenever al= 'f and am= "fare the unique maximizers on A., and Ag, respectively. 

Ad (i): For h ;?:: 1 and me > 0, am = 'r is the unique maximizer of II on Am- If h = 1, 

Lemma 2iiib implies a= 7 if me< pw. Jn case of al= O (and h = 1) one obtains rrl(a=O, 

w) = 'Y pw - (1-w)co and therefore nl(a=O, w) ~ II"'(a=-y, w) {:::} me~ pw. This proves 

Proposition Ii for h = L If h > 1, it is straightforward that a= am = al for me~ z + 'Y 

y. Since nl is strictly concave on At for h > 1, the equality nl(a=r, w) = Il"'(a=r, w), 

when combined with Lemma 2iiia, implies that a = 'Y is not the maximum on A.,UAe 

whenever me > z + r y. 

Ad (ii): For h < 1 and me< 2r y one obtains am= 1- r, and me< z + r y/2 yields al= 
')'. Since for h < 1 II is strictly increasing in Au, Proposition liia is straightforward in view 

of the continuity of function TI. Proposition liib is a direct consequence of Lemma 2ii. If me 

< z + ')' y/2 and me> 2 ;y (which is satisfied simultaneously, if (1- h)'Y < h), then at= "f 

and am = 'Y are the uni.que maximizers on Al and Am respectively. Hence a = "f 

(Proposition liic). To prove Proposition liid observe that if me > (2z + r y)/2 and me < 

2-y y (which is satisfied simultaneously, if 3(1-h)'Y > h), then al= 0 and a,.= 1-')' are the 

unique maximizers on Al and Am, respectively. Since both rrl(o, w) > II( r, w) and 

Ilm(l-7, w) > II(1, w), the profits IIl(o, w) and IIm(l-r, w) must be calculated and 

directly compared. One obtains 

£() 2Z-"fY II 0, w = 2 -1-(l-w)·co and 

IIm(l-1, w) = 2')' (hpw + y - '}' y} - (1- w)·co - (1- r)·mc and hence 

Finally, if me> (2z + r y)/2 and me> 2r y, Lemmata 2iiic and 2ii yield al= 0 and a.,= 
'Y· Proposition liie follows easily from continuity of II. 

Ad (iii): Proposition liii is straightforward from Lemma 2 for me = 0. a 
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Observe that the profit function is not everywhere differentiable, and it is not concave. 

Despite these inconvenient properties, however, its sha.pe and the associated maximum can 

be completely characterized. Figure 4 illustrates in a. straightforward way what the profit 

function looks like for alternative distributions of consumer types and for alternative 

marginal costs. The message of Figure 4 is summarized as follows: 

(i) ';Vith consumer types clustering at low qualities (h > 1) there is mc
0 

such that the 

profit- maximizing quality is a= 1 < 1-1 for all me s; mc
0

. Moreover, me 2:: mc
0 

and me 

- oo implies that a tends to zero in a strictly monotone way. 

(ii) With consumer types clustering at high qualities (h < 1) there is rnc1 and mc2 

satisfying 0 < mc1 < m~ such that the profit-maximizing quality is a= 1- 1 for all me ~ 

mc1, a = 'Y for all me E [mcl' m~), and a = O for all me ;::: m~ (Note that .he profit 

maximizer is not unique if and only if me = mc1 and me = mc2). 

- Figure 4: Profit maxima for linear quality costs -

In Table 1 the constellation h > 1, me E (2+ 1 y, z) and me > 0 is denoted case 1, and the 

first row of Table 1 reports the pertinent impact on a of parameter changes. Case 2 

corresponds to Proposition lii with a= 1'· 

shock 
resoonse AV1 AV2 AV3 Ah l>C t Ap 

N 

ACI' case 1 - + - - - + 

case 2 + - + 0 0 0 

Table 1: Comparative statics related to Proposition 1s 

As Table 1 shows, in ca.se 1 the broadcaster reacts by reducing program quality 

-if the consumers ' overall preference for watching TV rises (Av 1 > O); 

- if the consumers' marginal disutility of commercials decreases (Av2 < O); 

A'W 

+ 

-

- if the consumers' aversion to programs other than their favorit.es declines (t.v3 > O); 

s For Aa/Ah one obtains An/Ah ~ O ~me~ p· w. Since p·w < me implies n( a:, w) < 0 

for c
0 

?: 0, c1 > 0 and c2 = O, it clearly follows that Aa/ tJi < O. 
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- if the consumers' taste shifts towards low quality programs (tih > O); 

- if the marginal production costs of program quality increase (tic1 > 0); 

-if the price for advertising is reduced (tip < O); 

- if total advertising time decreases (tiw < O); 

In sharp contrast, if case 2 applies, i.e. if consumers tend to prefer high quality (h < 1) and 

marginal production costs of program quality are not too high, then the broadcaster's 

response to parameter shifts is either the opposite to its reactions in case 1 (when v1, v2, 

v3 or w is changed) or zero (when h, c1 or p is changed). The opposite effects on program 

quality of changes in total advertising time in cases 1 and 2 is particular intriguing, 

because w can be considered a regulatory policy instrument. If the regulator should aim at 

rising program quality by changing w, it is not clear whether the advertising time limit 

should be expanded or reduced. 

Proposition liii explores the solution a under the hypothesis that cost is independent of 

program quality ( c1 = me = 0). In that case the broadcaster's profit is proportional to its 

revenue which had been characterized in Lemma 1. As is obvious from Figure 3, the 

broadcaster chooses its program quality from the intermediate interval A,, only. It selects 

the upper bound 1-r if consumers cluster at high values of/] (h > 1) and the lower bound 

r, if h > 1. The broadca.ster is indifferent between all a E Am if the distribution of 

consumers on [O, 1) is flat. 

3.3 Profit maximization with quadratic costs 

Zero or linear program quality costs, as assumed in Proposition 1, may not be always 

empirically relevant. ·we therefore proceed to solve (7) for fixed w and c2 > 0 (quadratic 

program quality costs). Analogous to the preceding analysis, we first identify the 

maximizers of a on the subsets A
11

, Am and At 

Lemma 3: Suppose w E {O, 1) is fixed (a.nd hence 1) a.nd c1 = 0, c2 > 0, i. e. the production 

cost is quadratic in program quality. Denote by ax the maximizer of IT( a, w) on Ax (x = 
u, m, £)and define e := 2(1- w)c2, y := 2(1-h)pw and z := hpw + ')' y for convenience of 

notation. Then (for 1 'f. 0, 'Y 'f. 1) 

(i) au E Au implies au = l-1 = min A 0 • 



(ii) 

(iii) 

21 y 
l:rm E A. implies l:rm = - e- and 

at= 'Y 

16 

a = 1-"' m , 

l:rm E in' Am 

Cr = 'Y m , 

at= z E in' A{ e - y 

Proof: Ad (i): See the proof of Lemma 2i. 

e < 2'Y Y 
- 1-r' 

e E [
21 Y 21] 1-1' ' 

e~ 2y. 

e E [ 0, z+? YJ. 
e>z+rr. 

7 

Ad (ii): Consider D~ = 4(1-h)r in (7a) to obtain am = 2,. y /e for all am sat.isfying n~ = 
0. Since am is presupposed to be in the interval A,, = [ 'Y, l-7), the assignment of am and 

e E (27 y/ (l-1), 2y) as listed in Lemma 3ii follows immediately. 

Ad (iii): In view of (5a) for a E Al t he equation (7a) can be turned into 

so that n is 

rr~ = z + (y - e)a and n!,. = y - e 

stri ctly concave 

linear 

strictly convex 
in a on At • if e { ; } y. 

Suppose first e > y and al= 'Y· Then n!( 7, w) 2:: 0 ore ~ (z + 1· y)/T For e~ y one has 

n!c a, w) ?: z > 0 for all a E Al and hence °'e = 7. If n!c a, w) = 0 for al < "{, it follows 

necessarily that e > (z + 7 y)/7 and al= z/(e - y). al> 0, if z > 0. Suppose z < 0. In 

view of the definitions of z and y one has z < O <=? h(l-21) + 27 < O for w > O. But 21 E 

(0, 1) by assumption. This contradiction proves at> 0 for z > 0. 

Suppose finally that e < y. Since TI is strictly convex in a on [O, 7) there are at most two 

local maxima at a = 0 and/or a= T The associated profits are, respectively, ?ro := 7 hpw 

+ 72y/ 2 and "r := 21hpw + 2yr2 - e12/ 2. Observe that e < y implies ir
1 

> 27 hpw + (3/2)-

-~ arl 1laef<re • > 7fo. Hence °'e = r is the unique maximizer of D on At 0 
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Proposition 2: Denote by a the solution of (7) for predetermined w and by irx the 

maximizer on Ax (x = u, m, l) as determined in Lemma 3. 

(i) If h ;:::: 1, then a= at 

(ii) For h < 1: (a) a= am E (;, 1--r}, if.e E (0, 2y); 

(b) - • • 'f [2 z+/ v] a = a:,. = at= /, i e E y, 'Y ; 

(c) - • (O)'f z+;y a = al E , 'Y , i e > 
1 

. 

Proof: Proposition 2i follows immediately from the observation that h ;:::: 1 implies y ~ O. 
Since 2y < (z + ; y)/1 fore E (0, 2y), one has a., > 'Y, but al = 'Y· Hence a= a,. follows 

from continuity of Il in a:. This continuity property also proves the Propositions 2iib and 

2iic. a 

Figure 5a illustrates Proposition 2ii in a self-explanatory way. 

- Figure 5: Profit ma.xima for quadratic quality costs (h < 1) -

The comparison of Proposition 1 ( c1 > 0 and c2 = 0) with P roposition 2 ( c1 = 0 a.nd C2 > 0) 

reveals the following similarities and differences: 

For h ~ 1 the solution is qualitatively very similar in both cases; 

For h < 1, linear program quality costs implied a ba.ng-bang solution (a= 0 or a= 7) 

in At In contrast, quadratic costs imply that the solution value a increases 

continuously with decreasing parameter e over the range int (AmUAl). 

4. Welfare-ma.xim.izi Program Quality 

The debate in welfare economics about how to handle advertising has been long-lasting 

and controversial. \Vildman & Owen (1985, p. 254) argue that "welfare results are 

somewhat clouded by the traditional difficulties in dealing with advertising", and Orr 

(1987, p. 81) observes that "it does not appear that any reliable conclusions have been 

reached regarding the welfare effects of advertising; certainly none that can be used to 

appraise the welfare effects of the media."- Rather than elaborating on this topic (which 

would make it necessary to take the market for commercials explicitly into consideration) 
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we assume that some value w ~ O is the efficient level of the negative externality 

'advertising' . The consumers ' rent from program a, denoted by K( a), depends on whether 

a is in Au, Am or At 

Recalling the concept of utili ty distribution , consider the functions 

zl(a !3 w) := "f - a·+ (J and 
', , V3 

"'+a-" Z u( a, {J, w) := ..J.'--'---=--..r:.~ 
V3 

to define consumer rent as 

(6a) 
{J=t> t fJ= 1 

Ku( a, w) := f Z (a, {3, w)'ll(.ff)d/3 + J Zu(a, /3, w)>lr(P}d.8 for a E Au, 
fJ= tr-7 .B= a 

(6b) 
{J=a l fJ=a+ 'l' 

Km( a, w) : = f Z (a, /3, w) ifl (fJ)d(J + f zu( a, {3, w) '11 (.B)d.8 for a E A,., 
f3=<>--r /3=a 

(6c) 
f. /3=" l /3= "+ 1 

K (a, w) := J Z (a, /3, w)'ll(,8)d(J + J Zu(a,.8, w)ifl(,B)d/3 for a E At 
{J=O /J=a 

In view of (1) the integrals in (6) turn out to be 

(7) f zu(a .8 w)lll(,8)d/3 = h(a + rl.p+ 2(1- h)(a + 1') - h.;_2(1-h).,,3 
' ' v 3 2v 3 ' 3v3 p·' 

(8) f zl(a 8 w)lll(/J)dfJ = h(7 - aLp + 2(1-h)(? - a) + h. ,,2 + 2(§-hl.ffl. 
' ' ' \'3 ·v3 /J V 3 ' 

Suppose first that a E Au. In that case, one obtains from (6a), (7) and (B), after some 

rearrangement of terms, 

(9a} Ku( a, w) = ~·{r 2[3h-2"f (1-h)) + 67 + h-4} + 

+L·[l--yh+'l'2(l-h))·a - h + 27J1-h}. 02_~-h.a3. 
V3 3 V 3 

For a EA,., the equations (6b), (7) and (B} yield, after some tedious calculations, 

(9b) 
,;. 

Km( a, w) = ~ [h + 2(1- h)aJ. 
3 
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If a E At then (6c), (7) and (8) give us 

(9c) 
l 2 

K (a, w) = 1-6" · (3h + 2-y (1-h)] + 2-. ['Y (1-h) + h] ·a+ 
V3 V3 . 

We are now in the position to investigate the properties of the consumer reni function. 

Lemma 4: For given \V and 'YE (0, 1/2) the function of consumer rent, K, ha.s the following 

properties: 

(i) he {O, 1): On A#, K is strictly increasing. It is strictly concave, if 

b > l :_ l 'YE [ 0, ~] ). 

Otherwise there is x(l1,-y) e (0, 1) such that K is strictly convex on {O, x(111•r)) a.nd 

strictly concave on (x(h,1)1 1). x(h,-y) converges to 1 when h tends to zero. K is 

linear and strictly increasing on Am, and strictly concave on Au, and it attains its 

unique maximum in the interior of Au. 

(ii) h = 1: K is strictly conca.ve and increasing on At constant on Am, and strictly 

concave and decreasing on A u· 

(iii) 11 E (1, 2}: K is strictly concave on Ai, a.nd it attains its unique maximum in the 

interior of At K is linear and strictly decreasing on Am. On the set A
11

, K is 

strictly decreasing. It is strictly concave, if 

h < j ! ; ~ E rn, 2]. 
Otherwise, there is y(h,')') e (1, 2) such that K is strictly concave on (1, y(h,r)) 

and strictly convex on (y(h, 'l'), 2). y(h, -y) converges to 2 if h tends to 2. 

(iv) K is differentiable on {O, l} and K(a) > 0 for all a e /0, 1) and all h E [O, 2). 

Proof: We begin with identifying the shape of K on the subsets At Am, Au for alternative 

ranges of h. 

(a) Kon At In view of (9c), the derivatives of Kl are 

K£(a)='Y2(1-h) + 1 h+21 (1-h) - ha_l-ha2 and 
a v3 v3 V3 
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Kl. (a)=21 (1-h) - h _2a (l-h)=~[ 2(l-h)(1 -a)-h). aa v 3 . v 3 v 3 

If a E Al (hence a< r1) and h > 1 then obviouslv Kl < 0. For h < 1 one has 
-I - v(lQ' 

l > > h 
Ko:o: < O ~ a < 1- 2 (1-h}' 

Note that K~a < 0, if "f < h/(2(1-h)] or equivalently, h > 2r /(1 + 21). Since 1 < 1/2, h 

> 1/2 is sufficient for K !a< 0 for all a E At Moreover, h = 0 yields K ~a> 0 for all o: E 

At In summary, for h > 2r/(1 + 21), Kt is strictly concave on At For small values of h 

the function Kl has an convex segment for low values of o: and this segment increases with 

decreasing h up to the polar case h = 0, where Kl is convex for all o: E At 

Consider, finally, the derivatives 

Kll _ =--1...["f(l-h) +hJ=+ lr +h(l-1))>0 and Kll _,= 2i}l-h)_ 
0: 0:-0 V3 '\.3 0: Cl'-') 'i3 

It follows that K~I o:=O > O for all h E (0, 2] and K!I a=r ~ O for h ; 1. Therefore, Kl is 

strictly increasing on Al if h > 1 and it attains a maximum in the interior of A }or all h E 

(0, 1). 

(b) Kon~- The derivative of Km from (9b) is Ki;:( o:) = 272 (1- h)/v 3 = K~I o:= /' 

( c) Kon ~- In view of (9c), the derivatives of Ku are 

Ku( a)= 1 - 2' h + 12(1-h) _ h + 27(1-h) a _ 1-h a2 and 
£l' v 3 Vg V3 

Ku_ (a)=_ h + 2')'(1-h) _ 2(1-h) a= _1 (h + 2(l- h)(a + 1)). 
Q;Q; V3 V3 V3 

For h ~ 1 one obviously has K~a < 0. If h > 1 then 

> h a < 2~(;.:.h-~1~) r. 

Note that K~a < 0, if h/(2(h-1)] > 1 + ')'or, equivalently, if h < (2 + 21)/(l + 2r). Since 

1 < 1/2, h < 3/2 is sufficient for K~o: < 0 for all o: E Au Moreover, h = 2 yields K~o: > 0 

for all a E Au. Consider, finally the derivatives 

Kul 
1

= - --1...[1 + (1- h)(l - 'l.·))<0 and Kul =-2rr2(l-h)_ a a= v3 a o:=l-1 v3 

The conclusions are symmetric to those drawn above for Kt on At 
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To prove that K( Cli) > 0 for all a E (0, 1] it suffices to observe that for aJI h E [O, 2] 

His obvious that K is differentiable on the interior of the intervals Af! Am, Au. Since 

Kl' _Km _ Kl' _ 21
2
(1-h) 

C11C11='1- a - aa=l-')'- v 3 • 

K is also differentiable at the points a = 'Y and a = l -1-. a 

- Figure 6: Consumer rent depending on the viewers' distribution and program quality -

Figure 6 illustrates the fin<lings of Lemma 4. The three graphs for h < 1, h = 1, and h > 1 

are drawn on top of each other only to economize on space. As spelled out in Lemma 4, t he 

line segment CD has a convex part adjoining C11 = 1 in case that h < (2 + 2'Y)/(1 + 2'Y), 

and the line segment AB has a .convex part adjoining a= 0 in case that h > 21/(l + 21). 
The comparison of figures 6 and 3 shows that the functions of revenue and consumer rent 

a.re similar, but also exhibit significant differences. To be more specific, consider first the 

intermediate interval Am. Comparing Rm(Cll, w) = pw Dm(a, w) !with Dm(a, w) from 

(3b)J and Km( a, w) from (9) reveals that 

Km( a, w) ; Rm(a, w) {::::) 2J3 
; pw and IK~ I ; IR~ I ~ ~ ; pw (h f 1). 

To understand the condition ('t/2v3) ; pw suppose (without loss of generality) that h = 1. 

Then the triangle ADG in figure 7 measures consumer rent under the assumption, that w is 

fixed at its "welfare maximizing" level. Assume that the monopolist fixes w at this level. 

Then her au<lience is given by la0- 7, a0+1], i . e. exactly that audience which should tum 

in on program Clio under welfare considerations. If her revenue per potent ial viewer, pw, is 

equal to 'Y/v~, i. e. pw = AB in figure 7, then her revenue is ABFG wltich equals ADG, the 

consumer rent. This illustrates that the difference of consumer rent and revenue depends on 

the difference between 'Y/v3 and pw. Our conclusion carries over to distributions h -J 1 with 

the qualification that if the revenue from advertising is smaller than consumer rent - which 

appears to be plausible - then the consumer rent curve is steeper than the revenue curve in 

the intermediate interval Am. 

We are now in the position to compare the welfare-maximizing and profit-maximizing 

choices of program quality. 
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Proposition 3: Suppose that w E {O, 1} is fixed at its welfare maximizing level and c1 ~ 0, c2 

= 0, i.e. the cost. function is linear in program quality. Furthermore, let "f/2v 3 > pw, i. e 

consumer rent exceeds revenue from advertising in the intermedia.t.e domain Al, and define 

H := {Rl( ex=;)- Rt( a=O)j /"f = pw{h + 3-1 (1- h)f. 

(i) Leth < 1 and Kl concave on ,1t 

(a) If K: >Hor;- 2pwv3 > p~~3 (l~h-- 7)1 tlien aJ;i, >am for all c1 < K~(a=O) 
' 

and a~ = am = 0 for c1 ~ K;( a=O ). In particular, a;;_ > 1 - / and am = 0 for 

c1 E (H, Kr::). 

(b) If K: <Hor')'- 2pwv3 < P:J~3 (1~1i - 1), then cxz':i > am= I for c1 < K1:: and 

a~ < am = "f for c1 E ( K~, min{K !( lli=D ), HJ). If H < K~( o:=O) or i - 2pwv3 < 
h - 'V (1-h) * A ( l( '') pwv3 h + ,Y (l-JI) E (- pwv3 , pwv3) then o:m > am = 0 for c1 E H, K Ill a=O; 

and a;;_= am= 0 for c1 ~ K!(a=O). In case of K;(lll=O) <Hone has am= 1 

>a~= 0 for c1 E (K~(a=O), H) and a~= am= 0 for c1 ~ H. 

Proof. Ad (ia). Since Rl is strictly concave on Ae one clearly has am = 0 for all c1 > Hand 

am= 7 for all c1 < H. It follows from K~ > H that if c1 is raised from zero towards K~, 

a~ decreases but remains greater than 1-1 whereas am shrinks from l-1 to ')' and then 

towards zero. 

Ad (ib ). The proof of proposition 3ib is straightforward. 

Ad (ii). Recall that Kl= 1
2
(l-h) + "i h + 2"f (l-h) - h a- l-h a2 and 

CX v3 V3 V3 

R; = pw[2'Y (1-h) + h) + 2pw(l-h) a. Hence K ! ~ R~ if and only if a - ba + a2 ~ 0, , 

where a:= [h(l-7) + 7 ](~ :::: ipwv3) + pwv3h and b:= h - 2(1hhl(t - pwv3)_ 

By presupposition, h > 1 and 1 > 2pwv 3. Hence a> 0 and b > 0. Consequently K ~( a=O) -

R!(a=O) =a> 0 and K!(a·=1) - R~(a=;) = 2/ (1-h)(r- 2pwv3) < O. It is easy to 

show that a - bcx + a2 is strictly declining on At Therefore there exists a unique value a 
in the interior of Ai satisf)ing a - ba + a2 = o. Defining c1 = K~(a) = R!(a) completes 
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the proof of proposition 3ii. 0 

- Figure 8: Divergences of profit-maximizing and revenue-maximizing program qualities -

Figure 8 demonstrates the displacement effects of monopoly when marginal cost is •small'. 

In that figure it is presupposed that K( a, w) > R( a, w) for all a and that the program 
qualit y cost is linear (line OE). It is then straightforward that for h > 1 the 

profit-maximizing program quality, °'m• is greater than the welfare-maximizing quality 

a~. For h < 1 the opposite conclusion holds. Figure 8 illustrates that for sufficiently small 

marginal cost the allocative bias can be characterized as follows: If the consumer 
distribution is skewed towards lower or higher program qualities, the monopolist tends to 

supply a program quality which reflects insufficiently the •majority' preferences of 
consumers. In case that consumers want to have high quality programs, the monopolist 

undersupplies and vice versa. The monopolist is reluctant to supply what the mass of 

consumers Ii kes most. 

As proposition 3 shows the characterization of the comparison between profit maximizing 

and welfare maximizing program qualities is particularly complex for high marginal costs, 

i. e. when both maxima are attained on the interval At It is not possible to find an easy 

and plausible economic interpretation for the way in which the monopolistic quality supply 

deviates from the welfare maximum depending on the distribution of consumer types (h), 

consumer preferences ( 'Y) and marginal cost (c1). Tentatively, the monopolist's program 

quality is too low which is particularly clear when consumer types cluster at low values of 

program quality. 

5. Concluding Rema.rkll 

This paper consists of an exercise in positive and normative price theory in a fairly 

unconventional market: the product, i.e. the television program proper, is provided 

costlessly to everybody without exclusion, and revenue stems from a by- product 

(commercials) that is also free but inferior to the program proper - or even a nuisance - as 

evaluated by the (potential) viewers. The viewers' preferences vary with respect to 

program quality, and the supplier has to make her profit-maximizing choice of program 

quality both because her revenue from advertising firms depends on the number of viewers 

and because high-quality programs are more costly than low-quality programs. 
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Shortcutting the intricacies lurking in the welfare assessment of advertising, the paper 

characterizes both t he monopolist's revenue and the consumer rent as a function of 

program quality. The divergences in shape of these functions determine, for given costs, the 

program quality bias of monopolistic supply from welfare-maximizing program quality. 

Particular emphasis is placed on how this bias depends on program quality costs, on the 

shape and distribution of consumer preferences, the advertising time, and the unit price of 

advertising. The result is not as straightforward as some activists' conjecture may be, 

namely that profit-maximizing and advertiser-supported television always comes in lower 

quality than consumers would like to have. But it is shown that significant biases are to be 

expected the sign and size of which depend on a. variety of para.meter constellations. Some 

of the relevantj conditions, e.g. the question whether the viewers•s (absolute) willingness to 

pay is greater or smaller than lhe amount of money the advertisers pay per viewer, seem to 

be open to empirical testing. 

Particular emphasis has been placed on the microfoundations of both the demand side and 

the supply side of the market. The formal model captures the influence of advertising 

(time) and it allows the supplier, in principle at least , to determine endogenously the profit 

maximizing a.mount of advertising. Even though the calculations become very messy and 

inconclusive when advertising is treated as an endogenous variable the model helps to well 

understand the conceptual role of advertising: An increase in advertising (time) increases 

revenue because the advertising price per minute and per viewer is fixed . But it also 

reduces the number of viewers. This suggests that there is an optimal advertising time 

where both effects just neutralize each other. 

A severe restriction of the present approach is that the study of monopoly is <ilready so 

complex that the analysis cannot easily be extended to the study of oligopoly on the 

television market - which clearly is the empirically relevant market structure. But as is so 

often the case in model building, one has to simplify the analysis in some aspects to focus 

on more complex relationships in other directions if the aim is to keep the model tractable 

at the same time. 
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